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.OPTIMUS” MAGIC LANTERNS s-:7<> eo: DRAWING ROOM «> LECTURE HALL.
Limelight may be adapted without alteration at an extra cost of 168., or in lieu of Lamp, 78. 6A. extra.
Each Magic Lantern is efficient for Exhibitions. The Lens gives crisp definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination
with rack and pinion.
It is fitted to a telescopic Jengthening tube, so gaining increased focal accommodation.
The Condenseriscomposed of two
plano-convex lens of 4 inches diameter.
7he refulgent lamp has three wicks, yielding a brilliantly illuminated picture. Eachis complete in Box.
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Single

See Reports,

PERFECT

Lantern

Automatic

and

Dissolver.

See Enthusiastic Testimonials from Paut LANGE, Esq., G. E. THompson, Esgq., Manchester

Camera Club, and many others.

““ THE IDEAL,” oe Lantern of the future.
No. 3, Plainer

The

Improved

;
The

ANNUAL
LANTERN
MAGIC

Will show to perfectionany distance from
:
the screen,

ARCHER

£6

68.

Price £8 15s. complete.

COMPLETE..

“PHOTINUS ” is the most powerful oil lantern
world. Price £4 4s.

Best ‘‘BLO-THRO"
Price only

SAFETY
16s.

JET

in the Market.

Send

for List, Post

in the

500 Candle-power.
Free.

ARCHER’ S NEW OPAQUE SCREENS, just supplied to the Manchester Photo
Society, as they proved, THE BEST OF ALL.
(See Testimonial.)

& SONS, Lantern Specialists and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, Lord Street, Ciraanal

Established 18,8,

USE

Form,

Illustrated Lists free,

Effect Slides painted for Wholesale London Houses,
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AGENTS:—FUERST

All kinds of Slides made to order.
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FOR
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CINEMATOGRAPH LIMES.
For
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Exhibition

of High

Optical

MORLEY
70,

Class

UPPER

Maxpen,

Lantern

F.R.G.S.,

LONDON,

N.

LANTERNS, SLIDES ano ALL ACCESSORIES. LECTURER’S LANTERNS From 17/6

A large stock of New and Second-hand Cameras, Lenses,

Work.

and Photographic Sundries on Sale or Exchange.

Special sizes to order, for high or low pressures.
Proressor

& COOPER,

STREET,

suys:—‘' Their

ESTABLISHED
OPTICAL

chief

LANTERN

By RALPH

peculiarity is undoubtedly the quality of the light, which
is at least 20 per cent. above all others I have tried.”

1843.
LECTURES,

DARLINGTON,

F.R.G.S

My Travels in Egypt anc Experiences on the Nile—150 Slides,
My Travels in Greece. Turkey and Asia Minor—100 Slides.

’ Across North Africa—90 Slides.
Pompeii, Past and Present, and the Bay of Naples—80 Slides.

Further Testimonials on Application.

The Sights of Rome—50 Slides.

THE

INCANDESCENT
Egerton

Street,

NOTICH

LIME

Prospectuses and Terms for Lectures on Application.

R. DARLINGTON, Greenheys, Llangollen, North Wales.

NOTTINGHAM.

OF

CHILDE

Constantnople and its People.

COMPANY,

C. W. LOCKE,

RENMIOVAL.

&

DOUBELL,

MAKER

For many years Sole Artists to the Late Royal Polytechnic Institution,

Painters
-

on Glass, Inventors of the Dissoiving

Views, Chromatrope,

Pluviatrope,

ESTABLISHED
Have removed

from 7, Edith

380, Stanstead

High-class Optical Lanterns

&c.

1798.

Grove,

South

Kensington,

to

Road, FOREST HILL, 8.E.

AND

Magic Lanterns & Slides! Great Bargains!
hand lists and catalogue now

ALL

ACCESSORIES.

1alities.—Locke’'s Patent High-power Mixed Gas
Specialities. Jets; Locke’s Improved High-power
Blow-through Jets; Screw-down Valves for Jets, Etc.

New and Second-hand Lanterns and Slides
Look with instructions, post free, six stamps.
Largest stock of Slides in the world, can be had
on hire or purchese, very low terms.

OF

Second-

Office and Works—

ready, post free.

244, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.

WALTER
TYLER,
48 & 50, Waterloo Road, London.

HUGHES’
MOTO - PHOTOSCOPE.

HUGHES’ maavenous PAMPHENGOS.
FURTHER
IMPROVEMENTS.—The
finest
Oil
Lighted Lantern extant, gives brilliant 12 to 14 feet
pictures; no smell, no smoke, no broken glasses; over
3,000 sold; 4-inch Condensers and large diameter Lenses,

No shutter. No flickering. For showing the Living Pictures.
Magnificent results. Pictures obtained with this machine from 8 to
20 fect. No shutter, therefore no flickering, which eclipses all others
in the world. No eyesache and headache.
Will show pretty pictures

which give superb results. Not 43-inch and long focus
lenses. With oil, these involve loss of light—nor chimney
dampers, which are evils to be eschewed.

|
;
:
!

alternately, and has great facilities for changing the
films, and
the winding of same done in ten seconds.
Is the most simple and
Most perfect piece of mechanism extant.
Magnificent engineers’
high-class work without this perfection cannot be obtained. Pro-

NOTE—The £6 6s. is reduced to £4 4s.
The £4 4s.
re
£3 10s.
”

;

fessor Malden says:— “A great success.
The machine works
beautifully, and brought down up-roarious apjlause. The people,
with one accord, say it isthe best they have ever seen.”

PAMPHENGOS

Price

LAMPS.

The £2 2s. reduced to £110s.
The £1 10s.
to £1 5s.
The £1 ls. to 16s. 6d.
Have no other if you want pleasure and satisfaction.
Hundreds of Testimonials from legitimate sources.
Particulars
Hughes’ Universal 4-wick

Free.

Lantern,

18s. 6d.

Hand-

some mahogany brass fronted Bi-unials, £6 10s. Blowthrough Jets, 8s, 6d. Mixed Gas, 12s, Cheapest house

in the world for good things.
for Mr.

Hughes’

elaborately

Before purchasing, send
illustrated

Catalogue,

180

original engravings, price 6d, postage 4d. 60,000 Slide
List, 5d. Pamphlets free. Mr. Hughes has the grandest
display of high-class Projecting Janterns, Novelties,
Effects, Carriers, &c., &c., the world has ever seen.

The

“‘Docwra,"’ the ‘‘Grand,” the ‘Miniature Malden”’
Triples, as supplied to Madame Patti, Prof. Malden,
Dr. H. Grattan Guinness, the Polytechnic, &c., &c.

£1414s.

and £24

10s.

HUGHES’ Equalling
EXHIBITORS’
MACHINE
many machines costing double

- Price £9 9s.
'

the money.

|
|
;

-

Particulars Free.

HUGHES?’

Moto Bijou Living Picture Gamera.

The most simple and perfect extant. Weighs only
6 lbs. Measures only 73 by 43 by 72.
Can be used as a
Camera, a Projector, and a Hand Camera. Price £15.

50O Beautifully Coloured Slides on Loan,
GREAT
BARGAINS
in
Clearance Lots.

3s.

APPARATUS and SLIDES.
!llustrated List, 2d.

W. C. HUGHES, specialist in Optical Projection, Brewster House, 82,Mortimer Rd., Kingsland, N.
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Notes and Queries

NOTICES.
Tue Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price Two
Pence,

and

may

be obtained

from

United States, 75 cents.

ExouanorE Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words,
words, ld.

6d.;

and

for

every

3 additional

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not
- later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
EpiTORIAL
communications
must
be addressed,
J. HAY TAYLOR,
Advertisements and business
communications
to THE
MAGIC
LANTERN
JOURNAL COMPANY, Limited, 9, Carthusian
Street, London, E.C.
American

Agents :—The

Lantern

>

all Newsvendors,

Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers, or from
the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
12 months, 3/-.

Magic

International

and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

News

Co.,

83

Annual,

1898-9.

— This

ANNUAL is now nearing completion, and will be
published next month.
Our publishers desire
us to remind those firms who have not yet sent
in the copy for their advertisements, to let the
matter have their prompt attention.
Change

*

~

of Address.—Mr.

E. H.

Doubell

(Childe and Doubell), the celebrated slide artist,
has lately removed from 7, Edith Grove, South
Kensington, to 380, Stanstead Road, Forest
Hill, London,
Duke

of

8.E.
%
York’s

~

on

Cinematograph

Enter-

tainment.—A few days ago the crew of the
‘Crescent’ were, at the special request of
| H.R.H., treated to a cinematograph and lantern
entertainment in the open air, at which many
cinematographic views, taken on the ship and the

channel squadron by Messrs. West & Son, of
Southsea, were exhibited.

Slides from snapshots

taken by a member of the crew were also projected on the screen.
The entertainment was
a great success.

126

The Optical Magic Lantern Journai and Photographic Enlarger.

Cinematograph

Fire.—On 22nd ult., whilst

the cinematograph was being shown in a tent
on some waste ground at Penge, the hot lime
fell from the lantern on to the film.. Result:
Stampede of 200 people, tent set on fire, damage

£350, and operator badly burned.
bead

bead

boa

producers comprises 50 slides pertaining to Life
18 Gladstone

we hope he will speedily recover his health
strength, a hope which we feel confident
be shared by all lanternists, both at home
abroad.
ae

Railway

York & Son's New Slides.—The latest list
issued by this well-known firm of lantern slide
of Gladstone,

but
and
will
and

in memoriam,

12

aod

Regulations.—On

seen,

is No.

15.

If, as we

Funeral procession ; sets illustrative of a trip
from Barcelona to the Pyrenees, and from
Cologne to Shaffhausen ; the Forest Cantons of
Switzerland; Picturesque Norway; Views in

particular bye-law

and about Calcutta ; Butter and cheese-making ;

tised in the Macic

Commemoration ceremony 1897 of the landing
of St. Augustine at Ebbsfleet, A.D. 597. In the
way of life models, of which this firm make a
speciality, are to be found the following sets :—

in all photographic papers.

Golden Links, or led by the Lord; Old chapel
bell, Jack’s little sister Kate, Landlord’s visit,

a Winter

tale, Bell of Innisfare,

New

boy’s

debt, Cakehouse, Manikin cobblers, Bottled spirit;

zome sets from ‘‘ Grimm’s Fairy Tales,” 89 new
additional slides to their series New

London, a

number of illustrated hymns and Bible illustrations, go

to show

that

this firm

busy since last season
at hand.
~

have

been

preparing for that now
>

baad

Notice
Slides.—In connection with the
voting at Ipswich, Queensland, Messrs. W. J.
M’Culloch and W. Raymond projected some
very distinct and taking slides of the state of
the poll during the period of excitement.
The
method by which these slides were prepared
was by evenly coating a glass plate with
printer's ink, which was then simply written on
with a point and placed in the lantern. Slides
prepared thus were said to be better than
those used on former occasions when smoked
glass was employed for writing on.
a

J.

W.

Cooper,

&

Cooper’s
of Oldham,

the road

with

his

page

are advised,

this

should be partly under 38

Vic. C. 17, S. 84, as well as under the Railway

Clauses Act, 1845, and the Regulation of Rail-

way Act, 1889, this bye-law 15 should be adverLanterRN

&

Traill

JouRNAL, and also

Seca

me

Taylor Memorial.—The

first

of the

annual lectures which have been arranged as a
memorial to the late Mr. J. Traill Taylor will be
given by Mr. T. R. Dallmeyer, on November 8th,

at the exhibition
Society,

to

of the Royal

be held

at

8a,

Pall

Photographic
Mall

East,

London, W.
~

Riley

Brothers’

~

New

%

Sets of Slides.—

The following are some of the new sets of slides
just introduced by Messrs. Riley Brothers :—
Cuba and the Cubans, Spanish-American war,
North and North Central Spain, South and
South Central Spain, European Russia, Lakes
of Killarney, English Church History, Giant
intemperance, and several illustrated songs.
~

m

~

Slides of Liverpool! Events.— Messrs. Archer
& Sons, ever to the front, have issued several

interesting sets of slides of local subjects for
use with the cinematograph, including athletic
sports competition at Liverpool gymnasium,
tent pegging and tug-of-war at police sports,
Isle of Man steamer “Prince of Wales”

leaving the landing stage, and

o

Entertainments.—Mr.
is on

another

Mr. Bolas calls attention to some new railway
regulations which, if allowed to come into force,
may seriously interfere with the comfort of
lanternists.
The particular bye-law, as will be

several others

of equal interest.
>

ae

bd

learn that Mr. Thomas Timberlake, the inventor

Acetylene Monochloride.—M. A. Mouney-_
rat has found that a mixture of acetylene and
chlorine, exposed to diffused light, always
combines to form acetylene tetrachloride without
explosion, in the absence of free oxygen or any
gas that might produce oxygen. If, however,
says Bulletin de la Soc. Chim. de Paris, such a
gas be present, an explosion occurs, which the
author attributes to the formation of acetylene

of the ether saturator which bears his name, has
been confined to bed for the past two months,

in contact with air,

‘exceliont

entertainment

consisting

of

views

illustrative
of travel, readings, recitals, and cinematographic exhibition. Mr. Cooper is supported
by a concert party, and is spoken of as a very
high-class entertainer.
A

Mr. Thomas

becad

~

Timberlake.—\Ve

regret

to

monochloride, which takes fire directly it comes

iii.
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GENERAL
A

ADVERTISEMENTS.

PROFESSIONAL

lanternist and cinematographist

of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on

very moderate terms. Reference, Editor of this Journal.
—Address, Optics, 13, York-street, Walworth, London.
Nov. is the time to secure some big bargains; we
have a number of good second-hand photogr aphic

lantern slides to clear very cheap, including effects,
comic, temperance life models, ecenery, etc.
We are
preparing a set of the Spanish- American War.
Don’t
forget to send

to us if you have

slides

you

would

like

coloured, we guarantee you satisfaction; price lists
free.—T. T. Wing, Chatteris, Cambs.
INGLE lantern, mixed jet, tubing, slide carrier, etc. ;
all in lock-up box; also 14 feet jointed stand and
sheet, in box;

the

lot for £5

15s.;

200

miscellaneous

slides (no list) £4 15s. -Fred. Terry, 40, Landcroft-road,

London, S E.

CRIPTURE

slides, texts.—To

for sale, cheap,

200

ministers

beautifully

and

others,

coloured

slides,

-both Old and New Testament, by Stephen Bros., Glasgow,

also 150 texts and passages of Scripture.
These have
been used in connection with a large lantern mission
during the past two seasons, and are in splendid condition. Full list (which is returnable) with price: from
W. LL. Reed, 7, Westmorland-road, Newcastle-on-Trne.
INGLE

lantern, 4-wick

lamp, mahogany

case with

brass fittings, double jet for gases, Scott’s saturator,
screen and poles (very large), and 156 coloured slidee,
revolving and others, including Stanlcy’s African Tour
(hand-painted); grand condition, will sell together or
sc parately.—J.R., Gloster House, Penygroes, N. Wales.

OPTICAL
PATENT IMPROVED

very best mixed

THE

HIGHEST

once;

once, cost £1 (Wrench's); very best Blow-through jet,
83., cost 16s.—Address, Hopwood, Penygroes, Carnarvonshire.
EALER requires
and sell photo
preferred.—X.

man, of 385, accustomed to buy
and lantern goods; Scotchman
Y. Z., Macic LANTERN JOURNAL OFFICE,

9, Carthusian-street.
EALER requires saleswoman, with experience in
selling photo goods and hiring lantern slides;
statc age, wage, expericnce.--X.

Y. 7%., as above.

XHIBITOR.—Dealer requires first-class exhibitor,
good also at workshop duties; state fully age,
wage, experience.—X. Y. Z., as above.
OMPLETE

lantern and outfit, for oil or limelight,

and about 300 various slides, cheap.—Particulars,
A. Gardiner, 1, Caledonia-street, Paisley.
ILEY’S Praertantia lantern fitted with Lawson’s
saturator;
also tubing and carrier; in good condition, only used one season, no further use for it; cost
£5 153., offers wanted.— Rev. H. Gorton, Edge, Newent,
Gloucester.

IRST-CLASS single Jantern

and

cinematograph,

fit up for showing both slides and cinematograph.

with Lawson’s raturator, pressure gauge, regulator, and
ten films, cost £60 last season, will taka £40; a bargain.
—Hanson & Turton, Photographers, Denby Dale, near
Huddersfield.

ANTED,

lantern

slides of places

in England,

cheap ; also limelight lantern, accessories, screen,

atc.—Fullest

particulars

and

lowest

price to Hughes,

Rose Lea, Sandiway, Altrincham.

QUALITY

& SLIDES

ONLY.

4-Wiek

LANTERN PHOTOCHROMOSGOPE

Lamp.

(IVES' PATENT).
One of the most beautiful and interesting scientific
additions ever introduced for use with the Optical Lantern.
Shows plain Photographs in all theiy natural colours on the
screen,

“NEWTONIAN"

4-ineh

Phantasmagoria

jets, £1 17s., only used

cost £2 148. (Wrench’s); Ejector jet, 13s., only used

LANTERNS
OF

NEWTON’S

WO

Condenser.

LANTERN,
£4 10s.

The ‘'NEWTONIAN”
UNIVERSAL SCIENCE
(IVES’

ri
i

i]
I

AND

NEWTON'S

LANTERN.
PATENT.)

This Lantern is fitted with Three Fronts, so arranged
that either may be brought up to the Light without
removing any of the parts.
One Front shows Slides or Diagrams.
The second Front is a Microscope Attachment, with
sliding sub-stage Condenser, and may be fitted with
Polarising Apparatus.
The third Front is for Spectroscopic work, and fitted
with Slit, Direct Vision Prism, and Focusing Lens.
A Comparison Prism is also fitted, so that the second
image can be shown at the same time.
The Three Fronts are mounted on one Table, and may be removed,
so that the Photochromoscope

or

Cinematograph

may

be

put in its

place. The Condenser is hinged, so that it can be swuny out of the way.
Fully Illustrated Catalogue of Lanterns and Scientific, Educational
and other Slides, 6 Stamps.

As made for the School Board and County Council
Lecturers, the Military Council] of Education, &c,

NEWTON & Go,,3, Fleet St., London, E.C.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
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GENERAL
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Wrench's

offers for

—_

Continued.

cinematograph,

in

slideome.
colouring,aoewanted
at home1d,byLetras
young
doe eT
Nae artint,
L ANTERN
road, Shepherd’s Bush, London.

case, and 12 films, standard gauge; allin exccllent
condition.—Nemo, 352, Padibam-road, Burnley.
films, Edison gauge ; also ‘screen, slides;
Wee
good subjects; must be cheap.— Heaton, 5, West.
street, Blackpool.
AGIO lantern slides, full size, sacrifice 2s. 9d. per

- ARTNER with £20 to join young gentleman, to
lecture suburban halls with lantern and cinematograph.— Moss, 67, J.ombard-street, City.

279, Corfield- street, Bethnal Green.

by Chadwick, 20. ; 20 Scotland, by Wilson and Valentine,

set of 12, with lecture; list of sats free. — Ziegler,

ILMS

moderate;

for sale, price very

_——_17 first-class

REAT bargains.—Mabogavy body lantern, safety
blow-through jet, 4 wick Jamp, , incanto acctylene

burner, and saturator, lot for £3.10s.; 44 slides Niagara,

10s. ; 14 Animated flowers, by Wilson, 7s.; 20 Statuary,
10s.; 5 Grace Darling, 2s. 6d.; 20 Hymns, 7s. 6d.;

films, including Fire Brigade, Sbip Launch, Snow-

ss Wanderings in Bible Lands, 28s.; 4 Ye that are weary,

and only used a few times.—

a ‘Sayings of Jesus, 10s. 45 Life of Joseph, 7s.; 10 A

balling, Paris Express, Life Saving, Gordon Highlanders,

etc. ; all in good condition,

Wreck of the Hesperus ;;

; 4 Wellof St. Keyne, 2s.; 10

ri)] from the town pump, "5s. ; 18 Theo’s resolve, 10s. ;
W. i Reed, 7, Westmorland-road, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
OLLODION transparency making (from any size . 13 Nelly’s prayer, 7s.; 7 The lifeboat, 5s.; 4 The last
negative), free from grain; slides coloured best | glass, 2s. 6d.; one dozen comic moving: slides, 8s.; 6-way

possible style ; list of hand-painted dissolving effects, 1d. | dissolving tap, 5s.—Truelock,

Shakespeare- -street, Man-

chester.

—Address, Wilkinson & Co., Artists, Sunderland.

MAGIC LANTERN
Slimanacand Sénnuat
LENEKON
——
EDITED

FOR

1898-9.

BY

So

THIRD YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Whe Wlagic Lanfern Almanac

and

published for the second time last year, and was a great success.
in OCTOBER.

AS

AN

ADVERTISING

for the Lantern Trade it is unrivalled, as it is in circulation
but orders were

and the Continent,

ALL

PARTS

received

OF

Annual was
be published

It will again

,

MEDIUM
not

only in the

British

THE

WORLD.

The 1898-9 volume will contain a mass of information appertaining to the Lantern
kindred subjects, and will be most valuable to all interested in those pursuits.
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The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
The

Ashton-under-Lyne

Society.—The

committee

Photographic

of this society has

decided to give certificates of merit to the
members who produce the best pictures taken
at the society’s rambles during this year, viz.,
for the best direct

print, best lantern slide, and

best enlargement.
bead

Ao

bead

Lectures
on
Canada.—The
invited to correspond with Mr.
15, Water

clergy are
A. F. Jury,

Street, Liverpool, who, on behalf of

the Canadian Government, is prepared to give
his services free, and supply lantern slides to
give lectures

on

Canada, its social life, and its

agricultural, mineral, and other resources. The
only stipulation made is the use of a hall, a
lantern,

and

an

operator.

The

question

of

charge for admission is to be left with the
clergy, and the disposal of such funds is to be
left to their discretion to aid in their parish
work.
~

Bamforth’s

ro

—

Life Model

Slides.—Amongst

the new slides and lectures issued by Mr. Jas.
Bamforth, of Holmfirth, we find Harry’s pint,
Wanderer reclaimed, Billy’s rose, Dimes and
dollars, Two weavers, Drink, Old clock, and Santa
Claus. Several songs, too, have been illustrated,
such as the ‘‘Anchor’s weighed,’
‘ Robin
Adair,’ ‘‘ What are the wild waves saying,”
‘““Kver of thee,’ ‘‘Ye
banks and
_braes,”’
‘‘ Gipsy countess,’ ‘‘ Lost chord,” ‘‘ Old sexton,”

together with a number of popular songs.
Bead

Restoring

ee

the

ee

Illuminating

Power

of

Mantles.—Those who use incandescent gas
mantles, either for lantern work or the enlarging of photographs,

that when
after long

the
use,

will be interested

to know

luminosity begins to wane
it may in a measure be

restored by blowing out the mantle from the
inside whilst the gas is burning. ©A convenient
means for doing this is a small bent tube with
an

india-rubber

ball

at

the outer

end, a few

vigorous squeezes of which will send a rapid
cuzrent of air through the mantle.
Death
to have

of Mr. Thos. Allardice.—We regret
to announce

the death

of Mr.

Thos.

Allardice, which took place at his residence at
Hornsey, London, N., on the 19th ult.
Mr.
Allardice was well known in the lantern whole-

sale trade,

having been engaged

of Wrench and Son almost
business was founded.

by the firm

from the time the

The
SaCony

iz GD

Past

Season.

past year

has seen

very

little

in the way of direct inventions
7) |N
pertaining to the lantern proper
(excepting
perhaps forms of obtaining
intermittent motion for cinematographs) and it would almost appear to be
as one of our authorities recently stated,
viz.:—‘There seems very little scope
left for anyone of an inventive mind, seeing the
lantern has now arrived at such a great state
of perfection.”” Be this as it may, there is
promise towards the latter part of this year of
several useful adjuncts being introduced, particulars of which we shall give in due course.
Cinematographic views have for some time
past been in great demand, the sale of the
Diamond
Jubilee series of pictures being
phenomenal, so much so, that even in the
smallest out-of-the-way villages it would be a
difficult matter to find many persons who have
not seen this interesting scene depicted on the
screen.
According to the well-known law of
there being no gain without a loss, the cinematograph gain has been to an extent at the
expense
of ordinary
lantern
slides,
but
matters will speedily right themselves again on
this score, and it is presumable that the use of
the cinematograph will finally settle down to
the obtaining of records for scientific investigai tion and of historical interest. Several disasters,
at

Us)

more

or

less

serious,

have occurred with this instrument, but in every
case they have been attributable to carelessness.
There have been rumours that by means of
the cinematograph we are to attain to stereoscopic projection on the screen, but so far little
has been achieved in this direction with this
instrument.
A novel style of exhibition has been attempted
in London, at Niagara Hall, in which a special

form of lantern was used to project sections of
a continuous picture on a huge circular screen,
joining each section so that ten or more sections
For
were used to make one complete view.
some reason or other (perhaps it was introduced
too early in the season) this entertainment only
had a run of a few days, although a large
amount of money had evidently been spent in
fitting it up. The particulars of this interesting
apparatus were given in detail, with illustrations,
' in this journal for July last.
Acetylene lamps have been coming in for a

lot of attention,

and the number

of patents

which have been recently applied for in connection with generating apparatus betokens a
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big future for the acetylene light. Those who 7
consider the best of oil lights for the lantern bad,
. will in this light find a great improvement; not that it will compete with the limelight, but for |
what may be termed domestic displays it leaves
little to be desired, when

Optical and Mechanical Effects
for the Lantern.—No. I.
By EDMUND H. WILKIE.
(Late Royat Poryvecunic InsviTuTion).

handled with under-

standing,
Attempts have been made to introduce small
combined generators and lamps which may be
carried about after the style of a table lamp;
but this has many disadvantages and cannot be
recommended as being entirely reliable. There
being very little room in them for holding
or storing a supply of the gas generated, they
must of necessity be gauged so that the generation is almost equal to the consumption ; but

“\) URING the middle ages, that period
|
|
.
|

yy

so frequently
apostrophised

and affectionately
as the ‘good old

times,” we find that all the mem-

=
Gus
oP

bers of a trade living within the
walls of towns and cities formed clubs
or societies called Guilds. The objects
of their combination

being

not

only

in
the particular art or craft to which the
members devoted their attention.
those who have had any experience with this
Their craft (by which I mean their business
gas will understand that an overflow pipe
not the natural craft of their dispositions)
and
absolutely
is
air
outer
communicating with the
was called a mystery, and their trade secrets
True, small self-contained cycle
necessary.
were jealously guarded and handed down from
lamps have been used with great success, but
generation to generation without being divulged
they are employed in the open air, where any
Thus
to those unconnected with the Guild.
.
without
valve
a
through
escapes
gas
overflow
individual
and
preserved,
were
traditions
their
any smell being observed; but although it is
improvements were communicated to
claimed that lamps of this style can be simply
withbrother workers
required
turned out and set away till next
with the effect of benefiting the whole comout any smell being discernible, practical
Individual effort is, of course, to
munity.
experience tells another tale.
A generator for lantern use, it will be evident,
be commended, but isolation from those of our
requires a good sized gasometer, and unless this
fellow men whose tastes lie in the same
direction as our own, must, in the long run,
be sufficiently large it is undesirable that the
light be turned out, unless for a
: have the effect of narrowing our views, and, by
| throwing us back upon ourselves, cramp our
very brief time,
ideas to a very great extent.
after it has once been set in action, unless the
Having arrived at this point, I fancy I hear
apparatus is provided with a safety valve or
the gentle reader (or perhaps savage reader, if
escape pipe communicating with the outside
he is an impatient man) exclaim: ‘‘ What is all
air.
to do with dissolving view effects.”
this
in
difficulties
the
For a long time one of
Patience! good friend, we shall endeavour to
connection with this means of illumination was
make this plain very shortly.
the procuring of a suitable burner, one that
What I wish especially to call attention to is
would not carbonise and consequently give off,
fact that the dissolving view fraternity has
the
introduction
the
by
but
smoke;
later,
or
sooner
no
headquarters,
and resembles a body without
of burners of the Naphey type this objection has
a head. Some years back we had several
been overcome.
institutions, all of which are -extinct now, in
One of the items about lanterns that we do
which dissolving views were exhibited on a
not often see in this country is ‘‘ Made in
grand
scale, and where artists and mechanicians
of
number
the
Germany,” and judging by
had an opportunity of introducing new ideas,
lantern outfits which are made in London and
movements, and effects, thus keeping up the
sent abroad, it is evident that their manufacture
standard of merit and continuously directing
is well understood and carefully carried out in
attention of the public to a beautiful and
the
toyshop
Is.
common
the
Ofcourse
country.
this
pursuit. The general body of the
fascinating
lantern, with a dozen transfer slides thrown in,
appeared to desire something
however,
public,
than
countries
other
in
cheaper
made
be
can
rather
more
highly
spiced for their amusement,
speciality
a
this, for some German towns make
and, in consequence, these institutions failed to
of toy manufacture.
meet with the financial support anticipated by
At the present time of writing there are not
wanting indications that the present lantern © their founders, and one by one disappeared
from the list of London exhibitions, until at the
geason will be a successful one to all concerned.
mutual protection, but mutual improvement
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FINE

ADJUSTMENT

VALVES!

FOLDING

CYLINDER
(BRIER’S

v.

STAND

PATENT)

COPYRIGHT

' FOR

CYLINDERS—

4-in.“diameter,~4/-;

1

la

=o

Oxygen, union with internal thread
«+ | Fassal: Venus
y
8
1, external
,,
~.|
Vault
Evia
Hydrogen ,,
+
» left-handthread|
Tet + = Vicar

54 in., 5/-";

7 in., 6/6

|e
t

iMulture
Hsu d
Wirgin ;

Copyright

METALLIC

BELLOWS
(BRIER'S PATENT)

REGULATOR

PRICE

-2 QO/17

eee

The Scotch and Irish Oxygen Co., Ltd.,
ROSEHILL

WORKS,

POLMADIE,

GLASGOW.

vi.
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NEw

LECTURE

LANTERNS.

FOR
INCANDESCENT.

—»

No.

FOR

2.

INCANDESCENT

ay
Japanned metal body, very compact, flashing shutter to lens,

sight hole

to door, with open stage, brass burner support, complete, and fitted into
very neat japanued tin case.

Handsome metal body Lantern, Russian Iron Lamp (reflector lined) and
Cow], with open stage and sliding front, complete in japanned tin case.

PRICE.
Fitted as specification above, without burner

..

_PRICE— Fitted as specification above, without burner

£1 5s. 6d.

..

£2 23.

1898-99 GREATLY IMPROVED.
No.

1a._IMPROYEMENTS.

Greatly reduced size.
Very neat appearance.
Open
stage.
Flashing shutter to lens.
Sight hole to door.
Three-draw chimney fits inside lantern.
Handsome

japanned case fits lantern exactly.

ay

PRICE—Fittcd

with three-wick lamp . £1 5s. 6d.

No. 2a.—Russian

Iron.

QUITE

NEW.

Same pattern antern as No. ra, but made in Russian
Iron, making a very handsome and serviceable lantern.
PRICE
—Fitted with threc-wick lamp, 1

No.

1.-JAPANNED

15s.

TIN, all brass front.

PRICE.

Fitted with threc-wick lamp

No.

2.—RUSSIAN

IRON,

£1,
all brass

front,

complete in japanned tin case.
PRICE.

Iritted with

“PRIMUS”

FOLDING

Supplied ane for limelight, but can also be fitted for either
incandescent gas or acetylene gas if desired.
Complete with interchangeable

blow- through and

mixed

jet, in stiff mail cloth carrying case.

W. BUTCHER

limclight

LANTERN

lamp

. £1 10s.

(Patent).

[MH
PRICES—

Ordinary Pattern, £4 4s. ; Aluminium Pattern, £6 6s.;
Long Focus Pattern, £6 6s.

& ‘SON, |BLACKHEATH,

1898 Cutalogue of Lanterns and Apparatus Free.

three-wick

Liberal Discounts to Dealers.

LONDON, S.E.

Dealers supplied with every Lantern Requisite
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present time the writer is unable to name one
exhibition in which dissolving views proper
form the staple attraction.
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importance to lanternists who make a special
feature of effects. It has of late years been the

custom to prepare some of the subjects by first
photographing a fine outline upon a large scale,
of animated photography, renewed interest has
printing this by the albumen process, and afterbeen manifested in mechanical effects for the
wards working up the slide in the same style as a
lantern, and everything seems to point to a strong ' hand painting. Many customers say: ‘‘ This is
revival in this direction, for which the trade is
partially photographed, it should not cost us so
We have plenty of capable
quite prepared.
much as if wholly executed in hand work,” but
men to design and paint the slides, and also a
this is not the case. The cost of painting is
smaller number who have made a study of
precisely the same as in the hand drawn view,
mechanical slides and effects ;but what we still
while there is no comparison in the effect upon
stand in need of is a head centre where new
the screen. The albumen photograph possesses
subjects could be exhibited to the proper
magnificent definition, and what is of the very
accompaniments and criticised.
greatest importance, the pictures and effects
Since the decease of the Royal Polytechnic
possess absolutely perfect registration, and only
of
Institution in 1881, a new generation
those who have to continually register pictures
lanternists has sprung up, to whom all the
can fully appreciate what this means.
The
grand effects of the past are strange, and there
hand painting on the albumen base is far and
are many perhaps to whom most of the more
away the best picture, and so far from being a
cheaper
production, the actual cost is about Ls.
ordinary mechanical effects
to 1s. 6d. extra on each slide.
are unknown, and it is within the writer’s knowIt is said that a little boy having been
ledge that an interest is felt very widely in these
unusually ‘“‘good” for a very long time was
matters by many who have not the time or
taken to a confectioners and told to take what
opportunity to study them for themselves, hence
he liked best. He gazed around at the elegant
this and the following papers.
vase-shaped receptacles for sweets, cast an eye
Should any lanternists of experience honour
over the ice creams, allowed the bath buns with
these lines with their attention they will doubtsugared tops toattract hisattention for a moment,
less find many things with which they are
and then with a flood of tears rushed out of the
familiar, but I must ask them to exercise their
shop. There
patience for the benefit of the unexperienced
was so much to choose from
operator, to whom these words are especially
that he was unable to make up his mind. Where
addressed, and who will probably find something
all appeared so desirable it was impossible to
new, and it is hoped interesting. Some time since,
select anything.
in an article on the .Phantasmagoria, I
In endeavouring to describe lantern effects the .
endeavoured to trace the introduction of diswriter feels much as the small boy did—there
solving effects to the blacked out figures used in
is so much to select from that it is difficult to
the Phantasmagoria exhibition, and this principle
make a beginning, but, even at the risk of being
of throwing light objects upon a darker ground
tedious, we must commence at the very simplest
is the foundation of dissolving effects in contraforms of mechanical effects and work our way
distinction to mechanical.
gradually up to the description of some of the
It has been stated at various times, even in
grandest and most complicated pictures.
the columns of the Lanrern
Jouryat, that
Having thus cleared
the stage, nothing
lantern effects consisted of photographs of
remains to be done but to roll up the curtain
natural objects coloured in different ways, such
and commence our show, and the reference to
as day and night and dissolving into each other.
the curtain reminds me that we cannot do
This is scarcely accurate, as many very magnifibetter than begin by describing that very imcent effects were in use before the advent of
portant portion of our exhibition.
The earliest
photographic slides. It is true that a number of
curtain slides did not roll up, but remained
very excellent effects are produced from nature
on the screen until the time came for them
photographsand yield fine results upon the screen,
to dissolve into the introductory views, but
but the fact remains that pictures forming the
the late Mr. H. Childe, to whom lanternists
basis of lantern effects frequently possess special
are indebted for so many ingenious movements,
features which are not to be found in views
arranged a method of causing the curtain to
taken direct from Nature.
While upon this
roll up by gradually obscuring the painting with
portion of our subject, it will be as well to
an opaque material as we shall see in Fig. I.
dispose of one point which is of the greatest !
The curtain slide from which this diagram is
Latterly, however, owing to the introduction
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copied was produced by Mr. Childe for Professor.
Pepper and used at the late Royal Polytechnic
Institution right up to the end of its existence
when the slide passed into the possession of
the writer. The painting is as perfect as ever,
notwithstanding that at a moderate computation
(and reckoning the working year at 313 days) it
has been thrown on the screen over 15,000
times. It will be seen that the mechanism is -

As
SSS

sketch, it consists of two looped up lace curtains
with a black centre, and is thrown on tothe screen

at the same time asa very dark painted curtain
or a deep coloured medium, so that it appears to
be draped over the coloured background.
By
raising the levers at the sides the lace curtains
appear to be drawn aside, leaving the centre
blank. If this be used in conjunction with a
coloured medium, titles or statuary may at
the same time be dissolved on, producing a very
pretty effect, and one that is quite unique as far
as lantern slides are concerned.
In Figs. ITI.
and IV. we show the working parts, so that
any ingenious lanternist possessing the necessary mechanical
and artistic
ability may
construct the effect for his own use.

Pr.

=———

ii

HHI

=e

=

Za

i
FF

i iy:

——————

ih it

Fig. I.

extremely simple, consisting of a piece of black
glazed lining which can be rolled up or down

by means of the handle and rod at the top, the
bottom edge being weighted with a bar of lead.
This acted fairly well, but great care was
necessary when turning up the light in the :
lantern containing the first picture, as a little

too much light caused the picture to show
through the body of the curtain and detracted
from the success of the illusion. The curtain

It consists of three parts, a fixed glass
blacked out as at Fig. IV. and two moving
glasses, one being identica! with Fig. III. and

the other painted in a similar manner,
reversed, the painted

curtain,

but

of course, being

- reversed also and appearing on the right-hand
side.

Just

over

the

centre

of

the

curtains,

where they divide, a black spot will be seen ;
this is a rivet hole, the glasses being placed one
upon the other and the same rivet going right
If this be
| through the two and into the wood.

done and the levers raised with an even and
gradual motion, the two lace curtains will
plate as at present used gives us an almost
appear to be-drawn aside, and if used in conperfect effect, but there is one variety of looped
junction
with other curtains and the curtain
I
and
ingenious
exceeding
is
up curtain which
plate in a triple lantern, many pleasing and
think very little known.
The slide appears as at Fig. II. when seen out : entirely novel effects can be obtained.
In our next I shall treat of mechanical effects
of the lantern, and is used in the following
for the single lantern.
As will be seen on reference to our
manner.
Fig. I.
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BAM FORTH S
Life Model __..

Lantern
ILLUSTRATED

Sided,
SONGS,

&c.

THE LARGEST PRODUCER
IN THE WORLD,
Detailed Catalogue,

186 pages, post free 8d. ; Supplementary List, 1898-9, post free.

Slides made from Customers’ Negatives by a Special Wet Collodion
even from poor, weak film Negatives.

JAMES
STATION

ROAD,

Process, giving good results

Send Negative for Sample Slide and terms Gratis.

BAMFORTH,
HOLMFIRTH,

YORKSHIRE.
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LEVIATHAN

The 1899 CYNNAGRAPH
We

claim

as

effective

to have

the cheapest

as any

at four

Cinematograph,

or six times

the

TAKES ANY MAKE OF FILM.
REVERSER FITTED AT NOMINAL

Retail

Price
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price.

COST.
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- O
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"Our Copyright Sets . .
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Proposed

New Railway By-laws
as to Cylinders.
Law.

prevention of accident or injury
therefrom.” (£5 penalty provided for by
the 1st by-law).
Although the wording of this by-law is loose,

when

all laws

deficient, there can be no doubt that it is
intended to cover the ordinary cylinder of

now

changed,

OrFricE-Mape

Law as Aqarnst STatuTE
By T. BOLAS, F.C.S., F.I.C.

A\ HERE

was

a time

131

for the

slovenly,

ambiguous,

redundant,

and

also

compressed gas, whether oxygen or hydrogen,
had to be openly dis- ' and that it would do so by the ruling of any
; court; and this in spite of recondite views as to
cussed in both houses of Parliament,
“inflammable,” ‘explosive,’ or ‘ corrosive.”’
duly passed, and then approved by
The punctuation of the words following ‘ any
the Monarch before they were considered

ry

affecting the rights and liberty of

i)Englishmen

valid;

but

all this

is

Parliament having largely delegated its
power of law making to local bodies and
corporations.
I am not now going to enquire
how far such delegation may be unconstitutional,

and all such by-laws (or bye-laws as some prefer
to spell it) are consequently invalid; but they
hold good as far as the ordinary police court
magistrate is concerned.
When fully contested
in the superior courts they are in many, or most
cases, declared invalid or ultra vires, but this is

a poor consolation to those who do not wish to
spend their money in ruinous litigation.
One of the by-laws of the new code now
before the Board of Trade is calculated to affect
lanternists very considerably, as it is so worded
as to make it a
criminal

offence

cylinder, tube,
‘inflammable,’

or receptacle’ is such
‘explosive,’ ‘‘corrosive

that
gas,”

‘‘ spirit,” and “liquid,” may, if the by-law is
read literally, be regarded each as the name of
a separate class of substance which must not be
brought into the approach of a station without
written authority.
So ill-drafted is the by-law
that the compressed oxygen cylinder, which was
evidently intended, is but doubtfully included if
one reads the by-law quite literally ;while to
bring in a penny bottle of ink not intended for
the personal use of the passenger undoubtedly
carries the penalty of £5 if the by-law is read
literally.
The authority of the railway owners to make
by-laws rests on three Acts of Parliament,
passed in 1840, 1845, and 1889 respectively, but

i the authority is only given on condition that the
by-law must not be ‘‘repugnant’’ to the

(penalty £5) to bring a gas cylinder within the
statutory law.
approach to a railway station without having
‘‘Repugnant”’ is a sufficiently vague term, but
first obtained a written consent from some
“fichting against,’ or ‘tending against,” is
representative of the railway owners. The exact
a reasonable interpretation, and one which
wording of the by-law is as follows :—
No person shall take into, or ; Should really render nearly all of the proposed
“15.
place, or cause

to be placed, or have in or ; by-laws

null

and

void, even

if the Board

of

Trade should sanction them; but a by-law
upon any carriage or vehicle using the
which ought to be really null and void by reason
railway, or into, in or upon the Company’s
of its nature, is not effectively so until declared
premises, or any approach to any station of
void in an action or appeal before a high court.
the Company, any loaded fire-arm, loaded
It is, however, important to remember that the
gun, or loaded weapon of any kind; nor
shall any person, except by permission in | Board of Trade may at any time, and without
writing of an officer of the Company duly : notice. disallow a railway by-law.
authorised in that behalf, take into, or place,
Those who may be affected by the proposed
by-laws (and not only passengers as passengers
or caused to be placed, in or upon any
are adversely affected, but also hotel proprietors,
such carriage or vehicle as aforesaid, or
into, in, or upon any part of the Company’s | cabmen, and some other classes), should at any
rate strive to secure a measure of publicity for
premises, or of any approach to any station
of the Company, any cylinder, tube or
this very crude attempt at office-made legislation.
Newspaper
discussion
and _ requisitions to
receptacle, containing any inflammable,
Members of Parliament to bring the matter
explosive, or corrosive gas, spirit, or liquid.
forward are obvious methods; but should the
But nothing in this by-law shall apply to
by-laws be allowed by the Board of Trade, and
small quantities of spirit or liquid carried
be published or acted on by the railway owners,
for the personal uge of such person, and
one course will be to make the matter an item
not for the purpose of trade or business,
provided that all due precautions are taken
at the next general election, and to do all
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without any payment of extra premium.
After consulpossible to prevent any candidate getting votes
with the Home Office, the London County Council
unless pledged to some change in the constitu- | tation
and other Authorities, it was decided to apply to the
tion and working of the Board of Trade.
governing body of the Imperial Institute.
The Hon.
Legally speaking, I believe the draft of the
Secretary to the Institute, Sir Frederick Abel, K.C.B.,
proposed by-laws is a secret document, but I D.C.L., F.R.S., supported the application, and it was
agreed to by the Executive Council on the understanding
assume that Mr. A. Raye Butterworth, of 31,
that no apparatus should be admitted to the Exhibition

Great George Street, Westminster, the solicitor

for the Railway Committee, will supply a copy
to anyone who is interested, as any hesitancy
would furnish the strongest of all possible cases
against the by-laws.
My request for a copy
was made to Mr. G. 8. Gibb (N. E. Railway,
York), the chairman of the Railway Committee
responsible for the by-laws, and it was immediately followed by the sending to me of a copy
from Mr. Butterworth.

Gas

Generators

and_

the

Essentials of Safety in their Construction
and
By

Tur

MR.

J. PEMBERTON

circumstance

which

Use.
STUBBS,

led to my

A.M.I.C.E.*

selecting

this

subject was chiefly the fact that at the present moment
there is being held at the Imperial Institute, South
Kensington, an Exhibition of Acetylene Gas Generators,
the result of which will, no doubt, be to give an immense

impetus to what will undoubtedly prove
very large
industry and a great public benefit. The object of the
Exhibition, the conception of which is due to the enterprise of the-Acetyleve Illuminating Company, is to
tamiliarise the public with the various classes of apparatus
and to convince them that with the simplest precautions
acetylene gas is as safe as coal gas.

Officer of the Public Control Department, the consent of
the London County Council was readily obtained to the
carrying out of the tests at the Weights and Measures
Office, Harrow Road, London.
The conduct of the tests
was carried out by Mr. Duffield, F.C.S., under the direct

supervision of the Society of Arts Committee, and were
the first independent tests of generators ever organised.
The result bas been to show that, even amongst the

2 en aan 2
Acetylene

unless it had been previously shown
to fulfil the
requisite conditions of safety by a committee of scientific
men. The directors then approached Sir Henry Trueman
Wood, M.A., the Secretary cf the Society of Arts, who
brought the matter before the Council of the Society,
with the result that a committee was formed.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Alfred Spencer, the Chief

Owing to the little

scientific knowledge available hitherto as to the properties of acetylene, and to the fact that under certain
conditions it had proved highly explosive, the Home
Office found it necessary to take such measures as would

manufacturers themselves, there was much to be learned
as to the action of the various machines under certain

conditions.
Having had the privilege of witnessing the
testing and observing the results, I felt that it might be
of service to those members who carry out the Petroleum
Acts if I gave in the shape of a short paper some of the
conclusions arrived at, witha few useful suggestions for
ascertaining the safety or otherwise of the many forms of
apparatus which may from time to time appear upon the
: market. One of the most important conclusions arrived
j at is that, both in the interests of the industry, which
promises to develop very considerably in the near future,
and of the general public, no generator should be allowed
to be used until its safety had been certified by some
competent authority in conformity with some uniform
regulations to be laid down by the Home Office or Board
of Trade.
CARBIDE

OF CALCIUM.

Before entering upon a description of the various kinds
of generators, a few words

regarding carbide of calcium

and acetylene gas may be of interest. Carbide of calcium
and acetylene have been known to chemists formany years,
| but the compounds, however produced in the laboratory,
were very impure, and their cost of production so great

ensure safety in the use and storage of carbide of
as to render the commercial use prohibitive.
In 1888
calcium, the active agent in the production of acetylene : Mr. I. T. L. Willson began a series of experiments in the
gas, and by an order in Council of 26th February, 1897,
United States relating especially to the reduction of
carbide of calcium was brought within the provisions of
refractory oxides by electricity. He discovered later that
the Petroleum Acts, 1871 to 1881.
The effect of this,
when a mixture of powdered lime and carbon was introand the issue of certain restrictive regulations by the
duced into a specially constructed electric furnace the
Insurance Companies, led the public to regard carbide of
mixture was fused into a mass of practically pure carbide
calcium and acetylene gas as very dangerous compounds,
of calcium — a dark crystalline, heavy substance — and
and had a very deterrent effect upon the general adoption
that this carbide, when removed from the furnace and
of what is at once the most beautiful and most easily
brought into contact with water, evolved acetylene in
manufactured illuminant ever discovered.
large quantities.
Mr. Willson finally succeeded in proIt occurred to the directors of the Acetylene I!luminducing calcium carbide on a large scale, and thus laid the
ating Company that to convince the public of the
foundation of a new and important industry.
The fact
safety of acetylene the most practical way of dealing
that carbon and lime could be made to directly act upon
with the question would be to have an exbibition of
each other to form calcic carbide was discovered indepenacetylene gas apparatus in some place within the bounds
dently in France by M. Moissan, but there exists
of the jurisdiction of the London County
Council,
abundant proof that Mr. Willson was making crystalline
where every maker of apparatus, without distinction,
calcic carbide, and had privately sent specimens of it to
would have the opportunity of exhibiting generators in
Lord Kelvin in i892, some months before Moissan had
operation, and of showing the light in the building
made his discovery.
where there were objects of value, and where the consent |
As soon as the cause of this production of carbide as a
of the insurance companies would have to be obtained,
bye product was understood as a reaction between lime
and carbon present in the furnace, the preparation of
‘ calcium carbide in a state of greater purity, and as the
* Extracts from Lecture given at County Hall, London.
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gas, and all colours and shades viewed thereby have their
principal product, was undertaken, and as the cost of
normal value. The best results are obtained by ordinary
materials required, viz., lime and carbon, was very
insignifi-ant, and: uoder almost all conditions would | burners, consuming from half to one cubic foot per hour,
constitute only a small proportion of the cost of the
giving the equivalent of from two to four ordinary No. 5
gas burners.
carbide, it was at once recognised that the chief expense
would be that involved in obtaining the electric current
DANGERS OF ACETYLENE.
of sufficient intensity for the chemical reaction. The
combustion of coal for driving the necessary dynamos was
It is sometimes urged against the use of acetylene that
abandoned as too costly, and engineera have eventually
come to the conclusion that the great energy existing in
waterfalls, and at present unutilised, should be laid under

contribution for the production of carbide.

Already the

it forms explosive mixtures

when mixed

with

certain

proportione of air, but this is true with regard to coal
It has also been
gas and other gaseous illuminants.

said thatthe danger of an explosion from a leakage of

acetylene is far greater than with coal gas, but Professor
Lewes refutes this idea; for although mixtures of air and
than
acetylene are explosive over & slightly wider range
Calcium carbide thus prepared is a dark grey substance,
is the case with mixtures of coal gas and air, it must be
and when freshly broken exhibits: purplish lustre. It is : remembered that if a leakage were.caused by a tap being
formed as already stated, by melting together, at the
left on, the largest acetylene burner would probably only
temperature of the electric furnace, coke and lime, and | Dass one cubic foot of gas per hour, whilst an ordinary
P
gas
inatiion of carbon with calcium.
i a@ combinat
The com- | g
is
No. 4 or 5 union jet burner would pass five or rix cubic
mercial product contains from 80 to 90 per cent. of calcium
feet of coal gas in the same period of time, and from thia
carbide, Ca C,, one pound of fair quality yielding on the
cause therefore would be far more dangerous than
or
average 5 feet of gas; the theoretical yield according to
acetylene; whilst if the leak were from & small crack
Professor Lewes being 5°8 feet, and it has a specific
a leaky joint in a pipe, the rate at which the gases diffuse
Coal
gravity of 2:262.
' out would be dependent upon their specific gravity.
:
In the preparation of the carbide it is necessary that
gas has a specific gravity of 04 as against 0-9 for acetylene
falls of Niagara, of the Rhine, of Foyers in Scotland, and
the principal waterfalls in most parts of the civilised
world are being used for this purpose.

only
the ingredients should be as pure as possible. Coke
go that through a crack or fissure of the same size,
three
containing a large amount of ash, and lime containing
two volumes of acetylene would escape whilst,
the air, &
sulphate (gypsum), phosphate, alumina, or sand, should
volumes of coal gas would find their way into
slight
be rejected, in order to ensure the absence of sulphur
difference in rate which would more than cover the
,
compounds, phosphoretted hydrogen, and under certain
difference in the limiting proportions of the explosion
conditions, silicon hydride in the gas. If, however,
and very little experiment ues parila that gad
upon as
ordinary care is taken in the selection of the materials
e looked
0
i
these impurities should not be present in the gas, or only | dangerous
than
han coal gas. It villtherefore be
ee pas
Aes to property
to be
in the most insignificant proportions, in evidence of
geen that with ordinary care little danger 1s
which it may be stated that the analysis of the gases
apprehended in the use of acetylene.
prepared by M. Bullier for the French Railway Companies, from three different samples of commercial
GENERATORS.
calcium carbide, showed
that they contained 99°57 |
danger is to be found in the
of
source
great
The
per cent. of acetylene.
tion with the
The most:important property of calcium carbide is, of : character of the apparatus used in connec
calcium.
course, its decomposition by water.
This reaction takes ‘© production of acetyleae gas from carbide ofof Arts in
place with great facility at the ordinary temperature,
In a paper which he read before the Society
pointed out
causing a copious disengagement af acetylene, which
January, 1895, on acetylene, Professor Lewes
ed from the
the ease with which the acetylene was liberat
does not cease until the carbide is completely decom posed.
several
carbide by the action of water, and suggested might
It may be represented by the equation :—
osition
forms of apparatus in which such decomp followed bye
CaC, + H,O = Ca0+ C,H,
be brought about. These suggestions were
e
Office,
rush of would-be inventors upon the Patentan alarming
:
the oxygen of the water combining with the calcium
sed to
to form lime, and the hydrogen of the water combining ' literature cf which has been increa years by patents,
extent during the past two or three
with the carbon to form acetylene.
The calcium oxide
by novelty nor
many of which are characterised neither
of course takes up water itself aod forms slaked lime Ca
t with considerutility, and which, moreover, are fraugh
(O H)?, which is left as a residue in the gas generators.
Although a of ar dene= He
able danger.
Commercial acetylene is a colourless gas of penetrating
pase
a
ave: pene
disappesal
acetylene was then crediti e
and characteristic odour. It consists by weight of 24 parts
carbon and two parts hydrogen, and is represented by the ’ gir, some other totally unexpecte
ene apparatus
places, and as many manufacturers of acetyl be expected
formula C, H,. Its density is 0°92, and is therefore only
may
are still ignorant of tnese, & lively time
slightly lighter than the atmosphere.
Acetylene gas
constructed by people
gives a flame of intense brilliancy. With a properly ‘ for those who employ apparatus
dge, know
who, possessing @ limited mechanical knowle gas with
constructed burner it emits a light greater than that
the
absolutely nothing of the properties of
given by any other known gas—its illuminating value,
ified in
which they are dealing. Tuis war fully exempl
when properly developed, calculated to a consumption of
the thanks
the tests recently made at Harrow Road, and due to all
5 cubic feet an hour, being-no less than 240 candles, that
of the manufacturers und the public alike are
is to say, 15 times greater than that obtained by the comcarrying out
those who have lent their ready aid in the
bustion of the same volume of 16-candle coal gas.
The
able and will go
of these tests, which have proved invalu
acetylene burners now in general use consume about
adoption of this
half a cubic foot of gas per hour, giving a light of from - far to promote the development and
One point which has been fully
. beautiful illuminaut.
18 to 20 candle-power.
;
of power
demonstrated by these tests is the necessity
The rays of the acetylene light being more diffusive
ity to apply
being given to the local or some other author
than those of any other illuminant, and being in quality
of Arts
equivalent to sunlight, it is not necessary to employ as : similar tests. to those adopted by the Societyallowed to
is
or
generat
a
before
case
every
in
ee,
Committ
much photometric candle-power as with ordinary coal
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be used, for while there are several forms of apparatus
which are perfectly safe snd conform to all necessary
requirements, others may be introduced

which, for some

error in principle or defect in construction, may prove a
svurce of danger.

thus sets up a hydraulic balance. In this type there is
naturally 2 constantly varying pressure of gas, but this
can be, to a great extent, overcome by the use of a regu-

lator, which causes the gas in the service pipes to be
maintained at an approximately uniform level. In actual
. Practice a slight variation of pressure will not appreciably
affect the degree of light, providing the pressure does not

In the generation of acetylene from calcium carbide
far too little attention is being paid to the high temperature evolved when any considerable quantity of it is
fall below 1} inches of water, which would cause the
brought into contact with water, and the effect which
fame to smoke.
this has upon the gas. Several attempts have been made
In all automatic generators the evolution of gas goes
to introduce automatic machines for the generation of
on continuously in @ greater or less degree until the
acetylene on the priociple of the ordinary ‘Kipp's” ‘ whole of the carbide is decomposed, the chemical action
sulphuretted hydrogen apparatus ; indeed, several of them
proceeding vigorously until all free water is absorbed.
are only modified copies of this in metal, and the idea of
Undecomposed carbide will, through the agency of
the manufacturers is evidently that the action wil] cease ‘ capillary attraction, absorb moisture from the hydrate or
and the evolution of the acetylene be stopped when the
spent portion of the carbide, and although its contact
presence of the gas drives the water back from the carwith the water may be intermittent, the generation of
bide; but this is not so, as the heat of the action
gas is practically continuous, though variable in quantity.
saturates the gas present with water vapour, and as the
Another fact which should also be borne in mind is that
apparatus cools this re-condenses on the carbide and
not only does the undecomposed carbide absorb moisture
produces more gas, whilst the unchanged carbide will
from the hydrate, but owing to the heat evolved by the
decompose the vapour before condensation, and even
action of decomposition the gas evolved is more
dehydrate the calcic hydrate which was formed on its
or less charged with moist vapour, which may condense
surface when the water was in contact with it. The
upon the undecomposed carbide and cause a further
result of this is that after the gas has once been made no
evolution of gas in addition to that caused by -the
automatic arrangement will stop the slow generation of
principal reaction.
the gas from the carbide in the apparatus.
In automatic generators provision should be made for
When the gas is being continually used this does not
cooling the gas before it enters the supply pipes, as owing
much matter, as the slowing down of the evolution of the
to it being more or less charged with aqueous vapour it
gas is sufficient to allow the consumption to catch up
would condense in the pipes, and cause a “jumping” of
the make ; but when the gas is turned off, if any quantity
the flame, or perhaps a stoppage of the supply. The
of carbide be undecomposed, the automatic generator
presence of water vapour in the gas is very undesirable,
with its small holder becomes an active danger, as it will
owing to the fact that if ammonia, sulphur, or phoseither ‘‘ blow” or generate dangerously high pressures.
pborous be derived from the carbide, such water vapour
In any form of generator where the quantity of carbide
would carry with it the free ammonia, sulpbur, or
is large, the heat generated by the action of the water on
phosphorus, or ammonium sulphide, and would be
the material is quite sufficient to polymerise some of the
evolved at the burner with very deleterious effects.
If
acetylene into tar-like products, which will sometimes
any appreciable quantity of ammonia should be present
cause trouble and stoppages in the pipe, whilst in any case
together with moisture, on coming in contact with
the high temperatures cause a large amount of steam to
copper it would help to form acetylide of copper, which
go forward with the gas, and unless special precautions
is an explosive compound ignited either by heat or
be adopted to prevent it, such as using a sufficiently large
percussion.
holder, some of this is carried forward to the service
In the non-automatic type of generator the carbide is
pipes.
enclosed in the generating chamber in a similar manner
TYPES

OF APPARATUS.

There are, generally spaaking, two classes of Geverators

—Automatic

and Non-Automatic—and these may again

be divided into thr-e group», viz. :
(1.)

(2.)

Those in which the gas is generated by water
being allowed to flow or drip in a small stream
on to the top of the carbide.
Those in which the water rises around the carbide:

(3.)

Those in which the carbide is fed into the water.
In the automatic system a certain amount of carbide

is usually placed in a container, which is then inserted in
the generator chamber, the opening of which is securely
fixed by means-of screws or other. fastenings to prevent
any inlet of air or escape of gas except through the
delivery pipes.
Water is admitted in more or less
quantity as gas is required, the flow of water in one type
of machine being regulated by a series of levers and valves
attached to the bell of the gasometer.
When the gas
enters the holder the bell rises, and the lever attached
shuts off the water supply, thus reducing the make of
gas. As the gas is consumed the bell gradually descends,

the lever operating upon the water valve, and thus
admitting a further supply of water and increasing the
make of gas as required. In another type of automatic
machine the pressure of the gas dieplaces the water, and

as in the case of the automatic

machines,

but a com-

paratively larger volume of water is allowed to come in
contact with the carbide, tne evolution of gas being continuous until the whole charge is decomposed ; the gas
is then conducted into a gasometer or holder of a
capacity to hold, when fully raised, the complete yield of
gas evolved by the maximum amount of carbide which
the generator will contain.
Time and space at my disposal will not permit me to

give a detailed description of the various makes of
generators at present in the market, many of which differ
_ but very slightly from one another, but a visit to the
Exhibition at the Imperial Ivustitute, where between

twenty and thirty different kinds of generators are on
view, will be found both interesting and instructive.
From what has already been said, it may safely be
contended that acetylene gas in itseif is no more
dangerous than cos! gas, the chief source of danger in

connection with it being in the apparatus employed in
its production,

but

recent

At present this is under no legal contyol,

experience

has

amply

demonstrated

the

necessity of some system of supervision being adopted.
The chief point of danger in most generators is the

liability to overheating and the creation of undue
pressure.
The former is caused by overtaxing the
; capacity of the machine, or by an insufficient water
supply, or want of room for the expansion of the carbide.
The recent tests at Harrow Road went to show that in
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nearly every case the makers claimed for their respeccause the undecomposed . carbide: to continue to evolve
tive machines a working capacity they were quite | gas, and should the burner be turned off the gas would
incapable of attaining.
For instance, in some cases
accumulate, and attain a dangerous pressure in the
machines were declared of a capacity 50 per cent. beyond
lamp, or it might find a way of escape, and coming in
what they could safely comply with, the result being the
contact with a flame ignite with very disastrous effects.
attainment of a very high and dangerous temperature in
the generator, whereas under a reduced output the
METHOD OF TESTING.
machines worked with every satisfaction.
It is thereBefore
proceeding
to test a generator, attention should
fore necessary that every generator should have its
be directed to the connections and valves, to see that
maximum capacity, i.e., the volume of gas per hour the
they are all in workiog order, the water supply properly
machine is capable of evolving clearly marked thereon,
connected, or tank filled. The amount of carbide to
and should be tested up to that amount, avd under no
charge the generator should be weighed out and placed
circumstances should it be used to supply more.
Overin the container, which should then be inserted in the
pressure may be caused by over-generation, or running
The water being turned on the
tbe machine at too high a rate of consumption.
The ; generating chamber.
generation of gas ensues.
The machine should then be
conditions laid down by the Society of Arts Committee,
run at its maximum rate, the gas being run through &
which all generators were required to fulfil before being
meter registering the amount passed.
While the gas is
admitted to the Imperial Institute, were as follows :—
AvUTOMATIC

1.

passing the temperature in the generating chamber
' sbould be ascertained, and this is mst conveniently

MACHINES.

' done by inserting in the carbide, when charging, pieces
of test metals, for instance, tin, lead, and zinc. If at the

Under no condition likely to occur in working must
it be possible for the;pressure-in any part of the
apparatus to exceed

| end of the run either of these metals

that necessary'to support a

column of water 100 inches in height.
2.

When the apparatus is first charged, in no
must the air in the generating chamber

case
and

apparatus.

On shutting off the outlet cock of the generator,
the generation of the gas should be so speedily
arrested that no large escape of gas may need to

4.

take place.

But in any case there must be an

arrangement

by which

any surplus gas can be

Non-Automatic

2.

3.

MACHINES.

Under no condition likely to occur in working
must it be possible for the pressure in’ any part
of the apparatus to exceed that necessary to
support a column of water 100 inches in height.
The air space in the generating chamber should be
as small as possible, and the apparatus should
be so arranged that the decomposition of the
carbide should not give rise to excessive heating.
There must be some arrangement by which, if the
delivery pipe from generator to holder becomes
choked, the gas can escape by blowing a seal or
_by driving back feed water and escaping through

examined, and search

of the spent carbide should be that of hydrate of lime,

nearly white:
any appearance of black masses is
evidence of improper decomposition of the carbide, and

whenever the fusing point of even tin has been reached
the mass is more or less of a yellow colour.

bracket

or chandelier

would

answer the same purpose, and prove much safer.
source of danger in these lamps lies in the fact that
impossible to at once stop the generation of the gas.
the water supply is entirely cut off the vapour in
container will, as I have previously shown, condense,

The
it is

i}
the
and

are,
To

the natural expansion of the carbide, and a clear way
through the apparatus for the gas evolved.

The foregoing conditions being complied with, there
should be no more danger in an acetylene generator than
; ina kitchen boiler, and not nearly so much as in an

and makers will in my opinion be well advised if they leave
this class of generator severely alone, as not only are they
a possible source of danger, but their adoption appears to
me to be unnecessary, as should a table lamp be required
from.a’

The essentials of a safe and economical generator
therefore, low temperature and a clean white residue.

ensure these conditions, two prime factors are necessary,
' viz., sufficient space in the generator chamber to allow for

necessary degree of safety to render their use desirable,

tube

made for. the test metals—record

of temperature. Next it should be carefully noted if any
of the carbide remains undecomposed—this is a most
important point, as it is evident that the exposure of
undecomposed carbide to the air might result in an
accident should a light be in near proximity. The colour

the tank.
The tests have been found to work satisfactorily, and
may be teken as a standard of safety.
Recently several makers have introduced Acetylene
Table Lamps with generators contained in the stand or
well of the lamp, but so far as my experience goes, none
of them can be considered as having attained the

a& flexible

signs

water, reducing the length of the gauge as the ratio
between water and mercury; for whereas a water gauge
to register 100 inches (the limit of safety) would require
to be within six and seven feet in length, the mercury
gauge is only about 12 inches. The gauge I have here
was designed by Mr. Duffield, expressly for the Harrow
Road tests, and was found to answer admirably.
After the evolution of gas has ceased, the generator
chamber is opened, and the spent charge is. carefully

delivered outside the building.
The apparatus shculd be so arranged that the
decomposition of the carbide should not give rise
to excessive heating

1.

show

acetylene may take place. Arrangements should also be
made for recording the amount of pressure existing in
the generating chamber, and for this purpose a cock
should be fitted to a convenient point of the chamber, to
which a pressure gauge can be fixed.
As in some
generators the pressure may exceed the working range of
a water gauge of anything like a convenient size, a gauge
has been devised in which mercury takes the place of

receiver exceed one-fifth of the capacity of the

3.

should

of fasion, it will be evident. that: a dangerously high
temperature has been reached, even in the case of the
tin, at the fusing point of which polymerisation of

ordinary petroleum lamp.

:0:——

:

RESTORING
THE. CoLouR. oF. ALUMINIUM.—
Aluminium, which has become dull and grey,

ean be restored by washing with water to which
has been added borax and ammonia,
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How

Cinematographic
Work.—No.

Machines
VIII.

projects outside the case 1 and carries an arm
| 23, having friction rollers 24 and 25, Fig. XX.,
upon opposite sides of a cam 26, similar to the
cam

By MAGNET.

18, and mounted upon

and like said cam

‘\\HE

invention

of Herman

Casler,

the same

shaft

8,

a
practically uniform reciprocating motion to the

of

reflector 22.

‘; Canastota, contains a feature not to

adapted

to communicate

The cam 26, however, is arranged

to move the mirror 22 with but half the speed
of movement of the segmental frame 16. A

be found in any of the apparatus
that has been previously described.
view aperture, 27, is situated in the segmental
The accompanying Fig. XIX. shows
frame 16, of the size of a picture upon the film,
a view of the apparatus partly in section.
and whilst the film is passing across, the
It will be seen that the illuminant is
aperture is kept taut.
contained in a box which is provided
By actuating the driving roll 4, the feed drum
with an objective condenser, 14. The box is ' 12 is rotated, and the shafts upon which the
situated inside a larger box which is provided ~ winding roll3 is mounted are revolved uniformly,
with an objective. The film is supplied from
and the segmental frame 16 and reflector 22 are
likewise reciprocated about their centre.
The
peripheral speed of the frame 16, while it moves
with the film, is the same as the speed of the
film, and therefore the picture remains in
register in the opening 27 while the frame 16
, ls moving towards the drum 12. The light
. passing through the view carrier is reflected by
AEDS IS
' the mirror 22 through the objective lens upon
ir
——___

5 ie CETL zal

the screen.

The rate of movement ofthe mirror

: 22, being half that of the frame 16, is such as to
. Keep the view stationary upon the screen in
spite of the movement of the film.

\
N,
N
N
N
Nz

\

Fig. XIX.
i

the roll 2, and wound upon the roll 3. The
driving pulley has a belt which runs to a pulley
s, and

on

the shafts

6 and

7 an

idler

is so

7 Th =

7.

BM’WDWW
rf !fos
TOUTE

|

placed that the belt is in contact with a large °
portion of the circumference of the pulleys upon
the shafts 6 and 7.
The shaft 6 has upon its inner end a gear 9
engaging with a gear 10 upon a shaft 11, which
carries the feeding roll 12, which acts as

the main

feeding roll for the apparatus.

A

segmental frame 16, revolubly mounted upon a
boss 17, has upon its edges ridges to guide the
film.

The end of the

Fig. XX.

shaft 16 has a cam 18,

and upon its opposite sides has friction rollers,
19, 20, carried

by the segmental frame 16, and

which imparts a reciprocating motion to the
frame 16 as the cam rotates.
The cam is
adapted to give a practically uniform circular
reciprocating mover-ent to the segmental frame,
16 being a heart shaped cam.
A shaft 21, Fig. XX., is journalled in the boss
17, and

carries: a reflecting

mirror

22.

The

mirror is directly over the film as it passes
under the segmental frame 16.
The shaft 21

When the frame 16 has moved forward to the
limit of its travel, it is moved backward by the

cam 18 slipping over the film, until the opening
27 is in registry with a new picture on the strip.
At the same time the mirror 22 is moved backward by the cam 26, so that when the opening
27 is again in registry with a picture the mirror
is in a proper fosition to project this. picture
through the objective lens upon the screen. No
12,175 of 1897.
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Price
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EVERY
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Lanternist’s

Cyclopzdia.*—No.
By

SCREENS
is

the

or

9

CHIARLES

(continued).—One
roller

feet,

screen,

require

E.

entertainment together many times, the operator gets

Practical

to know tine exact moment

XXIII.

RENDLE.

the hand from the speaker, a tap on the floor with the
butt end of the pointer, a red or other coloured light
from the reading lamp, a metal castanet, a bell, the
electric signal, the pneumatic, ctc., are among the many
in use, and it may be mentioned that many have their
own dodge of communication.
A red light disclosed
from lamp has perhaps been more generally adopted

of the most effective forms
and

no

in

sizes,

further

say,

up

attention,

to

but

8

in

larger sizes it is sometimes an advantage to crosslace the sides to some structural projection or
other convenience, pulling it taut.
This is more
necessary with screens that have had much wear.
The objection, however, to the roller form is the
inconvenience of its length for travelling.
With the
amateur

the

square

screan

frame,

formed

than any other.
SLIDE ProtsecTor.—sSee
Suipgz Tinters.—Many
to plain slides bya
A brass arrangement

of round

poles or bamboo, and jointed with brass ferrules and
corner clamps to the required size, is most appreciated,
and certainly when erected presents a good appearance,
but for a screen of large dimensions, the box containing

the frame is a bulky one. To the lanternist who is not
too particular in having his screen framed and glazed,

a hint from the professional standpoint may be useful.

has grooves, and

two transparencies are wantei from each negative an
ordinary }-plate frame can be used, and convenience
will be fouad in having a couple or more pieces of thin
wood or cardboard, 3} inches by } inch, to drop on
negative top and bottom ; these can be removed when
the upper or lower part is mostly wanted on slide.
Wheao a quantity are required, better to cut down
negative to 3} inches square, this is easily done with a
glazier's diamond, and make or buy a frame to fit. By
so doing it can be assumed that all slides printed from
same negative will be in fuc simile, one with the other.
This is important for effect slides.
Sopicm.— The metallic base of soda, and most

H

at top, the rule being, ‘‘the smooth surface of

making

screens,

the best

Irish

linen

is recom-

mended for small ones, and for larger sizes the best
white calico. The latter may be purchased as wide as
9 feet, which width should be placed in the centre.
Example to make a screen 14 feet square: 5 yards
calico 108 inches wide for centre, 10 yards calico 36
inches wide for the two sides.
The 10 yard length of
course is cut into two, each underlaying the centre
piece by about 2 inches and doubly stitched, and
then the edg2s8 on all sides of square to be doubly folded

and stitched, which edging should

be about 13 inches

when finished. Holes made at intervals and sail rings
inserted.
SENSITISED PAPER, PLATSs, ETO,—Glass plates and papers
made sensitive to actinic light by various processes for
photographic purposes.
SadaDOWGRAPH.—Amusement
is often caused by so
shaping the hands and holding them inthe rays of |
light between objective and screen, by the shadows
thrown from such formations.
Birds, beasts and
fishes, together with other subjects, are good material
to work upon.
S1cNaLts.—Between lecturer and operator some code or
signal is generally arranged.
As may be imagined
when these two have worked the same lecture or

* All rights reserved.

abundant

ia combination with other elements.
It is a soft
whitish metal, and easily cut into parts with a knife
at ordinary temperatures, but as the temperature
lowers the element becomes hard and brittle. Sodium

Screen to be in direct parallel with front of objective.”
In

into these coloured glasses and filme

mide from }-plate negatives, and when only one or

climbing that is requ'red is the screwing in of the top
eyes, the ends of the cords being put through at the
same time when up the ladder. The four corners of

screen should be equi-distant from objectives, and
when the Jantern is placed in body of hall, to be drawn
to an angle similar to that given above, but if placed
in a gallery, as sometimes happens, then the angle
must be reversed and inclined back from the perpen-

Metallic Binding.
are the effects that can be given
series of tinted glasses, or films.
fittiag on objective mount which

are inserted for the purpose of giving pleasing cffects.
These tints can be purchased from any dealer.
:
SuirE PrintING FraME.--To amateurs who practice
slide making, it is recommended that they keep a
special printing frame for the purpose when making
by contact. Slides made by contact are invariably

The screen must be bound strongly, and wall fitted
with sail rings all round, special attention being given
to each corner, and to centre of each of the four sides.
Three ropass are required, one of say 100 feet, and two
others of 50 feet each.
If these are of the A No. 1
quality of sash weight cord, which is capable of a
tensile strain of 600 pounds, a few strong screw-eyes is
all that is further required, as with the aid of a stepladder a screw-eye is fixed at extreme top, another at
bottom, one on each sids at both top and bottom, and
with lacing tha screen can be raised and drawn tightly
from the base or platform with great ease, and all the

dicular

when to change the slide,

and, as it were, ‘‘ knows his cues."’ It is safe, however,
to fix upon one of the signalsin use.
A movement of

is the main factor in a large number of compounds.
SontppR.—An easily fused metallic cement so far as what
is known a3 soft solder. But to be accurate, solders
are employed for the purpose of cementing, binding, or
uniting together, edge to edge, or surface to surface,
by the aid of heat, by metals of less fusibility. The
metal may be tin, brass, copper, silver, gold, or what
you will; the law applies to one and all alike. The
solders used in lantern construction are three: pewter,
spelter and sometimes silver.
They can each be
bought ready for use, but those who are desirous of

details and analysis of their component parts, will find
full particulars of solders, soldering fluids and flux,
in Vol. IIT., p. 45.
Speciric Gravity.—Gravity being the weight, enormity,
or heaviness, the specific gravity is the ratio of any
given bulk of a substance io point to the weight of the
same

bulk

standard

of a particular

substance.

gravity of 4 gas,

For

substance,

determining

the lightest

chosen

the

as the

specific

gas—hydrogen—-is

the

stancard, chosen for gases, that -of liquids being
determined by hydrometers or specific gravity bottles,
wh‘ch are bottles made of thin glass, with etched
marks on the necks.
After ascertaining the exact

weight of one of these, wat-r is poured in up to the
mark and again weighed, the weight of bottle is then
subtracted and the excess in weight is that of the
water. To determine the specific gravity of a liquid

under examination, the bottle is emptied and dried,
then filled with the liquid up to the mark and again
weighed. The surplu; over the weight of the empty
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flask is the weight of the liquid, and if this is divided
by the weight of water that the bottle will contain up
to the mark, the specific gravity of the liquid is that cf
There are many
other interesting
the quotient.
methods of specific gravities of solids, metals, etc.,
which -may be found in treatises on Physics.
SPECTROSCOPE.—A scientific instrument used in physical

science for the purpose of spectra examination.
(To be continued.)

: Wie

°

NO.

eee

paviee

2 FALCON
ok

KODAK.

ACédaks:

takes

pictures

34 inches square on cartridge film. Being made
on the cartridge system, this camera can be
loaded in daylight, each cartridge containing
sufficient film for twelve exposures.
This

a
sh

38%

“(ZS

: camera is very complete and has a good lens
: fitted with three stops ; it is also provided with

ae
1899

- a view

cYNNAGRAPH.

This instrument is a simplified form of apparatus
for exhibiting animated photographs, and certainly the wholesale firm (Messrs. Joseph Levi
& Co., 97, Hatton Garden, E.C.) introducing it
should make a “hit.”
It is, we learn, to retail

for £5 5s. The spocket wheel is rotated by
mechanism geared to what is known as the
star wheel movement,

which works with

great

certainty and regularity. In point of size the
instrument is small, and can be packed up into

finder, socket

for tripod

: safety shutter. The instrument
° popular price of one guinea.
|
UNIVERSAL

SCIENCE

screw, and

a

is sold at. the

LANTERN.

This lantern, which is the subject of a joint
patent taken out by Messrs. Ives and Newton,
has just been placed upon the market by Messrs.
Newton

&

Co.,

of Fleet

Street,

E.C.

Its

principal features are that it is extremely
portable, yet is so arranged that most experiments required by science lectures can be given
with but little alteration of the fittings.
The
lantern,

either

which

of which

we

illustrate, has three fronts,

can

be made to

slide into

a box 54 by 53 by 8 inches. The spool containing the film may be instantly removed

when desired, yet in the ordinary course there
is absolutely no chance of its coming off, as it
were,

by

accident.

One

of

the

sides

of

the holder is made to screw off, thus enabling
the film to be taken quickly off the winder and
placed away, and as for changing the film, it is
a very simple matter.

position. The central front is for ordinary slide
projection. That on the one side is a microscopic attachment. The third is for spectroscopic
work and is fitted with slit, direct vision prism,

and achromatic focusinglens. At one side of the
latter front is fitted a small prism, which causes
an image to be projected (via the central front)
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a
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each.

each.
1

Also Manufacturers of the New Chromo Printed Magic Lantern Slides, 7$,eo5 7°01.) 700"subiete”
Prick

WOOD

Lists

Post

FREE,

CARVING.
J.

Manufacturing

19,

OR

CAN

BE

HAD

FROM

ANY

OPTICIAN.

72'S PESOS
URN paige LIST ON APPLICATION.
BARNARD

Artists’

Colourmen

BERNERS

&

SON,

(Retail,

STREET,

Wholesale,

LONDON,

W.,

and

lExport),

ENGLANO.

DS

SS ees

uae

fg”

ABSOLUTE

ET PT ED OPS UI OS

1.500

Qo, Reser,~~

CANDLE-POWER.

SAFETY

FILLER
PLUG

PO

No. 4.—For det
consuming ap to
42 cubic feet per

hour.

no

No.

:

2.—For

These

Jets,

High revolution

Power Jets, Cine-

First

in

which

in

economy,

Matographs,
etc. |of manipulation:
+5

| Efficiency

Write for particulars |Or

J.

S.

for Catalogue

brilliancy,

Free

guaranteed.

PRICE

to

caused

still
and

trial
For

a

lead.
ease

allowed.
Mixed

gas

ether.

and Testimonials.

Write

have

Limelight,

from

35s.

the Mavivtecturers—

WILLWAY

&

SONS,

DRAWBRIDGE,
BRISTOL.
PATENTS
and
TRADEMARKS.

W. P. THOMPSON
“DISCeVERY Lonpen.”
Also at 6, LORD
Patents

322,

HIGH

ST., LIVERPOOL;

secured,

maintained,

HOLBORN,

6, BANK

defended

and

LONDON,

ST., MANCHESTER:
worked

& CO,,

in all countries.

LOWER

W.C.
TEMPLE

“ Oppositions

— cosPitteorn
ST., BIRMINGHAM.

conducted,

searches

opinions on infringements given, and expert evidence arranged.
Trademarks, Designs and Copyrights secured and defended iin all countries granting protection.

Handbook

of Patent

Law.

Tenth Edition. British Portion, 6d.

All countries, 2s. 6d

made,

xviii.
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NOAKES

& NORMAN.

Manufacturers of High-Class Lantern and Photographic

Apporatus.

This Lantern can be fitted
for limelight if desired at an
extra cost of 3s,

era

bhatt tt

on)

=
IMPRKUVED

polished
window,

MAHOGANY

mahogany

4-inch

UA

O1L

body, moulded

Condenser,

.
fr. nt lens and 4-wick
lamp
Com plete in Case

CINEMATOGRAPHS,

and

LANTERN,

door,

compound
=

-

and

NELSON

£3

Ts.

patent

OXYGEN

of

Guaranteed

HAND

CAMERA, holds 12 plates,

automatic changing, time and instantaneous shutter, with variable

speeds and pneumatic or

finger release, :apid

Iris diaphragm and focusing adjustment, tworectilinear lens, with
brilliant finders,
and bushes for fixing to tripod. Covered in good Morocco leather.

6d.

Price £3 5s.
Ditto, improved form, with additional dircct view finder,
£4

10s.

aluminium tube Tripods, weight 15 czs. ..

STREET,

Limelight,

Manufacture,

THE INVICTA MAGAZINE

regulator taps, $2

BERIN'S
For

brass

achromatic

complete with Lantern,
From £13

Special high power Jet, with

:
with

GREENWICH,

=

£1

S.E.

5s.

1s.

OXYGEN.

Medical,
Purity

Metallurgical,
supplied

in

and

Cylinders

and complying with all the established

other purposes.
of

the

Best

Trade and Railway

BRITISH
Regulations

The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinder
CompantEs (whether their own or their Customers) are labelleds which are filled by the Brin
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further with the Companies’ Trade Mark.
guarantee that the Cylinder has
been tested and proved sound in every respect by the Brin
Company which has filled it. Customers who wish to
procure

Brin's OXYGEN are requested to see that the Cylinder
s supplied
to them bear this label, which is also stamped with
the date on which the Cylinder was filled.
The Works of

the Brin Companixs are open during business hours
to the inspection of
their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality
of Gas boing manufactured, and to watch
their awn Cylinders being tested and filled,
Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can

:

Registered
Trade
Mark

be obtained from the Company’s accredited Agents, or wil? be

sent Post free on application.

BRIN’S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Ribpensie.:

apc

JN @ Oe eeeo,

Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborongh Street, MANCHESTEP,

BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM.
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of any coloured media of which the absorption
spectrum is being demonstrated.

| 17287.

These fronts,

which are firmly fixed in position, can be
instantly removed by a mere touch, the method
of retaining them in position being very
ingenious. The condenser is hinged in position,
and arrangements are made for quickly remoy-

10th August, 1898. E. A. Street. Improvements
;
in or relating to apparatus for use in
taking photographic views. |Date applied
for under Patents, &c , Act, 1883, Section

17327.

:

ing one half of the condenser in the event of a
parallel beam of light being required.
Various
adjuncts are fitted to this instrument, including
the cinematograph,

17434.

103.
5th February, 1898, being date of
application in France.]
Jlih August, 1898.
H. K. Spence and the
British Acetylene Gas Generator Company, Ltd. Improvements in acetylene
gas lamps (complete).
12th August, 1898. C. Georg Tanzler. Apparatus
for producing panoramic lantern )llusions.
SPECIFICATIONS

PUBLISHED.

Copies of the following specificatiogs may be obtained by
remitting 1/- for each specification
to W. P. Thompson
& Co., Patent Agents, 3822, High Holborn, London, W.C,

17482 of 1897.

| ERE

aut

27065 of 1897.

hee

iI—

Reggiani

and Chrisini.

Acetylene

gas

generators.

8030 of 1898.

—~—ES—

Benjamin.
Gasometer
acetylene gas.
Sdhnel
and Zchner.

for

generating

Acetylene

gas

apparatus.

The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, is compiled expressly for the ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent Agents, of
822, High Holborn, London, W.C., to whom all enquiries
for jurther information should be addressed.
No.

15195.

RECENT

11th

July,

PATENT

APPLICATIONS.

2174 of 1898.
8661 of 1898.
8286 of 1898.
12859 of 1898.

1898.

CC. Stafford-Noble and HY
Improved apparatus for taking |
and exhibiting moving pictures.
July, 1898. C. Miller and F. Miller. A
carbide charge and generator for acetylene

Goodwin.
Ace'ylene generating apparatus.
Taylor. Exh'‘biting apparatus.
Parsonage.
Magic lanterns for advertie-

ing and other purposes.
Goerzand Von Hoegh.
Double objective
for photographic and the like purposes,

Newton.

15271.

12th

gas lamps, lanterns, and the like, and for
other purposes.

15454.

14th July, 1898.

§. Williams.

Improvements

in photographic reproduction of moving
objects, and in spparatus for viewing and
exbibiting the photographs produced.

15503.

14th July, 1898.
apparatus

15606.

16th July, 1898.

Improvements

in

16090.

or relating to acetylene gas lamps.
23rd July, 1898. H. Dant.
Improvements
acetylene gas generators (complete),

in

C. Raleigh. {Improvements in
for exhibiting zoetropie pic-

tures,

16250.

H. Aulton.

16236.

27th

16613.

30th

July,

lamps.

1898.

C.

Testelin

and

Char'es

Roseeux. Improvements in apparatus for
generating and burning acetylene gas.

16812.

16°03.

TILSEN
ODO ILDOOD
DID LD SYD 9

oaks Editorial Mable. +3
2

ca

2od August, 1898.

E. Evans.

Improvements in

the method of generating acetylene gas
applicable to ordinary acetylene generators
or to table or other Jamps.
3rd August, 1898. B. Mills. Improvements in
means or apparatus for obtaining and
projecting chromo-phctographic images
(A. Lumiere and L. Lumiére).
4th August, 1898. M. Labté de Monia‘s.
Improvements in acetylene gas generators.

G ESSE

“ PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUAL FOR 1898."’"—This Annual has
again come to hand, as bulky and as interesting as ever.
It is divided into seven sections, comprising reference
tables, trade marks, etc., lists of photographic

societies,

about 20 practical articles by well-known writere, record
of progress during 1897, novelties, directory of photo-

graphic trade.

The price is 2s. 6d. in paper and 3s. 6d.

in cloth binding.

26th July, 1898, N. Carmichael. Improvements
in pootographic cameras and roll holders
therefore.
July, 1898.
J. Bilbie and H. Drivet,
Improvements in acetylene generators or

16733.

0—_——

20:

3

Correspondence.

STEREOSCOPIC

PROJECTION

ON THE

SCREEN.

To Mr. J. Hay Taylor, Editor.
Dear $1z,—I would like to submit the following particulars to your numerous readers, with the hope of
getting the opinion of others upon the subject. The
reasons that a stereoscopic picture is seen in relief is that
two pictures are viewed, these pictures being taken from
slightly different positions such as side by side. I need
nog say anything about the two pictures being blended
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in the brain at the time of viewing them ina stereoscope,
suffice it to say that two pictures taken in this manner
and viewed with proper appliance can be seen with

W. H.

your

remarks

about

it is evident that there

the

is too

Novice (Canada).—Your questions are far too general,
and to answer some of them one would have to write a
book.

In future kindly ask something

meantime we will do the best
(1) Roller curtain will give
rolled up xevealing another
enable statuary slides to.be

definite;

in the

with the space at our disposal.
effect of one picture being
underneath, also as blind to
changed whilst a proscenium

slide is on the screen. (2) In our issue for January, 1894,
page 2, you will find 14 questions suitable to send to
halls, etc. (3) After an introductory slide proceed with
your subject. (4) Certainly there is difficulty in using the

graph, if this instrument were placed on the deck of a
steamboat skirting the shore and a series of pictures
taken during progress it appears feasible to think that
with the rapid succession of pictures the same system
applies, and that when such pictures are projected the
result should be a true stereoscopic picture combined
with a moving panorama.
Meantime, I await the
opinions of my fellow readers.
Yours truly,

electric light for the lantern ; in fact, there is more or less

difficulty in everything one does. (5) The analyticon is
a new name for the apparatus introduced by Messrs.
Field & Co., for showing stereoscopic slides on the screen
by polarised light, see thie Journal for August, 1892,
page 88.
(6) Yes; 2 inch can be obtained in America,
but we cannot give definite particulars. Try Riley Bros.,
or Colt & Co., New York. (7) Will see what can be done.
(8) The danger consists in the careless handling of ether
near a light. (9) Apply to Riley Bros., New York.

F, A. HOWARD.

W. P. Scott (Nathalia, Australia)—With the new
Pendant saturator all that you speak of has been remedied.

S02

Bees.

note

saturator;

much watery matter in it after prolonged use. Open the
taps and heat the apparatus well for a while, either on a
gas stove or in a hot oven so as to allow the water to
evaporate. If this will not improve matters batter send
it direcs to Mr. Timberlake, Queen Street, Maidenhead.
It would not be wise to open and repack it yourself.

relief. If one will look carefully at the two halves of a
stereoscopic print it will be noticed that when looking at
say a tree in the foreground one sees more of the
background bahind this object in one picture compared to
the other, and that what is lost at one side of the
object in one picture is gained in the other. To illustrate my meaning further let the reader take up his
position at the far end of a room facing the window and
look, say, at the houses opposite, using the right eye only,
he will see that the frame of the window will-bisect some
particular brick on the house opposite ; now if the right eye
be closed and the left opened more of the bricks spoken of
will be seen on the left side and leas on the right, giving
the appearance of seeing round the corner a3 it were.
This is the principle of stereoscopic relief. To apply this
principle to photography as employed with the cinemato-

|

Deakin.—We

Timberlake

The same writer has some more to say on the same
subject in the ANNUAL, which is now in course of pre-

ELAWDOw

Détes and Queries.

“eA

paration. THe
which he had
for some time
rely on Messrs.

a
4

Geo. Addie.—Write to the following for particulars of
their electric lampa stating your requirements :—
Newton
Strand;

A. B. C.—(1) An ether trap may be made in the form of
a Y placed at the bend of the tube in such a manner
that any fluid which may be in the tube will run into
the lower end of the Y piece, which

must, of course, be

q-inches, below each point. The screen and frame can
then be inclined so as to show the same figure on scale.
(4) In this issue you will observe the commencement of
a series of articles by Mr. Ei. H. Wilkie, who took a prominent part in connection with the old Polytechnic when
it was the home of lantern effects. These articles will
give you just the information you desire.
A. L. (New Zealand).—The Stedman-Brown generator
is excellent and should suit your purpose in every way ;
it practically is a gas-bag which is filled automatically
with oxygen as soon as tha contents have been nearly
used up.

Experimenter,—Will the correspondent who used this
nom de plume in last Journal, re Scott's saturator, please
send his address as his letter has been destroyed. Several
letters from readers have been sent to us to be forwarded
to him.

Trading

Company,

Warwick

L. Billingham.—We are of the opinion that the pages
you send are taken from the catalogue of the Church
Army Lantern Department, 126, Edgware Road, W.

For setting the screen and lantern at same angle make two

and the other on screen frame, and make two scales, say of

& Co., 3, Fleet Street; J. H. Steward, 406,
F. J. Borland, Sheepscar Grove, Leeds ; Cecil

Hepworth, c/o Warwick
Court, Holborn, W.C.

closed at the lower end. (2) If you can easily obtain
cylinders it might perhaps be preferable.
We do not
know what has become of the syndicate mentioned.
(3)
narrow and pointed strips of brass, bore a hole at the end
of each, and hang them pendulum-wise one on thelantern

finds the new one much better than that
previously.
We have used one of these
and can highly recommend it. You can
Willway supplying « good article.

J.T. H.—If

the

parts

are

tight use

a pipe tongs;

perhaps white lead was used at the connections.
|

H. J. Trinder.—The
your requirements.

Wrench new injector jet will suit

R. H. Hopwood.—The trouble would be to find some
one wanting to exchange lenses for the particular focus
you require. The simplest solution would be to advertise
those you have and buy othere—but make sure they are
a pair before you pay for them.
Have them sent on
approval.
Modern Marvel Co.—We sent to the party to whom you
said you had sent an order, and the reply was to the effect
that he was very busy and did not reply to every letter

he received.
Amateur.—To make the old brass work better you must
remove the remaining lacquer, polish carefully and
relacquer.
Messrs. Dunmore and Scrimg.our.—In our next.
there was no room in this issue.

Sorry
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SPECIAL.

CRETON LIME CYLINDERS.
Optical

—S)1=-

If you

want

the

very

Limes—Limes

which

time

pitting—Send

and

the

H.

without

Particulars

Creton

Hardest.

will stand

tothe

a long

for

Prices

Manufacturer

of

85,

Nunhead

PECKHAM

AYE, S.E.

Lane,

SANDS, HUNTER & Co.,
Fhotographic Apparatus and Lanterns,
NEW

AND

painted
sets

SECOND

HAND, BY ALL THE

BEST

of

St., Leicester

Square,

4 inch Compound

with

Four-\Wick

dozen.

12,

price

216

per

set:

or

for

9/6,

Full-sized

Optician,

“Sir Henry Ponsonby is commanded dy the
Queen to thank Mr. Darlington fur a copy of his

Ee) Handbook,”

WS:

>

“Nothing

better

could

XQ Beritisin Weeki.
“Far

be

wished

for."—

superior to ordinary guides.”—Losdonw

Daily Chrosticte.

Maps by JOHN BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S.
aS. each.
md.
The Isle of Wight.
The Channel Islands.
The Vale of Liangollen.! The North Wales Coast.
The Wye Valley.
i The Severn Valley.
Brighton, Eastbourne, Hastings. and St. Leonards.
Bournemouth and the New Forest.
Bristol, Bath, Chepstow,

and

Weston-super-Mare,

Aberystwith, Towyn, Barmouth.and
Do)jgelly.
Malvern, Hereford, Worcester,and Gloucester.
Llandrindod Wells, and the Spas of Mid-Wales.
3s. €d. net. Go Mlustrations.
24 Mags and Plans.
LONDON
AND
ENVIRONS.

every

By E. C. Cook, and E. T. Cook, M.A.
Llangollen: DARLINGTON & CO, J-ondon: SIMPKIN & Co.
PHOTOGRAPHS. — Beautiful Photographs of Scenery,

R. J.C. STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the
above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 88, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

Ruins,

&c., in Italy, Greece,

Turkey,

also North Wales, 1s., 1s. €d., and 2s.

Gentlemen wishing toinclude property in these Sales ave requested to
send particulars one week prior to sale,

THE

sets

ROYSTON,
HERTS.
DARLINGTON’S HANDBOOKS.

MAKERS.

and

four

H. CLARK,

Wholesale

London, W.C.

Apparatus, Scientific Instruments
description of miscellaneous property.

and

Hand-

New Catalogue gyatis and post free.

ROBERT

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides
Photographic

Condensers

Lamps, 24/-.

each.
Rackwork Slides (including chromatropes), 2 6 each.
Best quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes,
43; extra Discs from 6d. per pair.“ Lightning” double-carrier
Frames, from t'- each.
Slides for smal! Lanterns from 5d. per

Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children, &c.
Terms Moderate.

20, Oranbourne

with

Lamps, 22/-;

Slides from 4d.; Splendidly colourcd 33 by 3} Slides in

Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames,
7d. cach or 6'6 per dozen.
Lever Action Slides from 1/6

Limes,

NOYCE,

Lanterns,

Three-Wick

Bestand

Xx.

DARLINGTON

“INJECTOR ”

Palestine,

and

Evypt;

Complete List Post Iree.

& CO., LLANGOLLEN.

MIXED

JET.

Patents 10,554 and 24,761/93.

ox

PRICE

SOs.

KO.

This is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen from a cylinder. In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 lbs. per square inch.
In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M.

Here the mixed gases

meet

the baffle plate B, which

has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The
mixed gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so to the burner.
The requisite pressure
of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatic regulator fitted
with a high-pressure spring to deliver at about 15 Ibs. pressure.

Three seasons’ experience have fully established the superiority of this Jet over all others. It will yield
THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so-called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply
of coal gas direct from the town’s pipe, or even froma bag without any pressure at all. If atown’'s supply is not
available, it will work just as well with

coal gas from a cylinder,

We cannot

see why ordinary mixed jets

should be purchased which cannot offer these alternatives. As for blow-through jets, we do not know why
they should be used at all, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the Injector Jet will give
two or three times the light.
The working of .he Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need
to be touched again when using town’s gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the
supply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.
;
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
The Jet willin certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price.

MANCHESTER
OXYGEN
Great Marlborough

Further particulars free on application to

(Brin’s
Patent)
Street, Manchester.

Co.

LID.,

EX.
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SHUTTERS
Make Photography a Pleasure.

The Best Aids to
Produce

Pirfect Pictures.

f

fp
fo

Open to all users of the ThorntonPickard Cameras or Shutters in all
parts of the World.

Printed and Published by the I roprie ors, Ta&

Macic

LantEeen

Illustrated Catalogue with full particulars post free from the ThorntonPickard Manufacturing Company, Ltd.,
Altrincham.

Joubnat

Comrany, Lrp., 9, Oarthusian Street, London, E.0.
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